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Preface 

This series of monographs is based on the premise that the United Nations 
Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO) can meet the management 
needs of the developing countries effectively and efficiently only if technical 
assistance programmes are focused on the practical problems confronting 
managers and industrial administrators in these countries. 

This monograph is concerned with the application of management 
information systems as a tool and technique to raise the efficiency and 
performance of industrial enterprises. It discusses the philosophy, design and 
basic requirements of a management information system (MIS) and argues 
that proper use of an MIS is a prerequisite for raising the effectiveness of an 
enterprise. It maintains that the degree of sophistication of the system should 
be carefully studied by organizations in developing countries to ensure that 
the system chosen shall correspond to the needs and capacities of each 
organization. 
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Background 

the executive of any organization must decide how much he should know 
about the detailed, day-to«lay operations of his organization. One school of 
thought has held that he should know everything. This philosophy has led to 
a proliferation of so-called management reports in many organizations to the 
point where the administrator is so overburdened with the tools of 
management that he has no time left to manage. 

The growing complexity of management and the speed and flexibility of 
modern computer technology have led to increasing acceptance of a new 
concept of management information. According to this concept, it is no 
longer possible for an executive to know and retain in his head everything 
a ou he operation of his organization; the proper amount of information he 
should have is the least amount that will still enable him to control all phases 
of his organization. For such a concept to have practical value, the executive 
must also be able to answer promptly almost any question about the 
operation of his organization. 

Decision making, a function that should be performed only by hiahly 

Ä rrTS' COnSÌStS °f retrieving< Pressing and reducing data; 
weighing the alternative solutions against the given criteria and finding the 
best ; and issuing the orders and controlling their execution. 

The quality of the decision making and the efficiency of management 
can be measured by the performance of the company. However, decision 
making is deeply influenced by the auxiliary function., i.e. data retrieval and 
reduction and feedback control of the orders given. The management 
information system links decision making, the proper function of 
management, with its environment, the managed plant. 

The environment 

^ymlX' informa!;,on systems were very informal. Such systems, only 
slightly modified, are still used in many plants today. In an informal system 
the   information   is  pthered   manually   and   transferred   orally   or   in' 
hand-wntten    notes.   The   advantages   are   its   low   cost   and   rapid 



implementation. ,ts disadvantages .„e long responso tune dations u, the 
-mmunication chuméis ;,„d limits „. the scope and .„„„„„i ot ...formation 
Galilei ed ami processed. 

In   recent   veais.  .,   up,d   vhtlt   tinnì   mtoimal   tu tonnai  Information 
sWems lus taken place.   I he ontir-.-U  lonnal  information svstem is an aid 
and.i UT\ powertulone.it that. to manage,s. hut it cannot produce strategic' 
H.c>-making   decisions,   decisions   that   involse   creative   thinking    under 
additions ,.| unceitaintv  it can onl>  facilitate the making of such deusions 
Hence, the cmstantK grow mg burden ot decision making will continue to lie 
with management.   Ihe  development ot  information-processing technology 
based on computers, however, does offer the means o! alleviating tins burden 
for an MIS can produce the routine, operai.onal dec.s,ons that are made at' 
the factory level,  [his monograph is limited to discussing the use of MIS for 
this type ot decision making. 

Most companies operate under the tremendous pressure arising from 
competition. I his pressure tends to limit the amount of time available for 
planning and the execution or revision oí plans. How does a company meet 
• ts competition' By offering a good product at a reasonable price and 
keeping a customer satisfied. It can do this by providing prompt answers to 
questions on a multitude of matters, such as order status or scheduled 
shipment date. Management is therefore faced with the need to plan and 
schedule material, men and machines in response to changing demand. 

Departmental conflicts may persist within the company when attempts 
aie made to reconcile the requirements of sales, production and finance 
Departments tend to take into account only the costs and information 
important to them, ignoring those outside their spheres. The sales department 
is well aware ot the important of customer service and the need for 
substantial inventories. The production department is concerned with the 
ut.hzat.on of .ts resources. Finance, on the other hand, watches over 
excessive inventory and carry.ng costs, fearful of cash drains and the.r effect 
on profits. 

Although these departments need the same data for different purposes 
they usually end up providing and maintaining their own files However' 
production problems must be solved from the viewpoint of the organization 
as a whole. 

Gtmral ipproicrtts to processing of information 

In commercial computing, two distinct approaches to the processing of 
information exist. One is batch, or periodic, processing and the other is 
in-line, or continuous, processing. 



Batch processing is quite satisfactory for most accounting and simüar 
work; this type ol work was the first to be automated. From there batch 
processing methods were carried over into other areas, including operating 
support systems. There, however, these methods turned out to be less 
satisfactory because records became out of date between processing cycles 
and reports showed status conditions as of some past date, or summaries of 
activity were cut off at. and reported only up to, some such point in the past 

These deficiencies, inherent in periodic processing of data in batches, can 
be overcome by continuous processing methods permitting transact.ons to be 
entered in random sequence and at more or less random times. In-line 
processing ,s not just a technique, but is rather a philosophy on which to base 
a management information system (MIS). 



mciìhigt'ìmnt infmwation system 

An MIS „un ht- detmcd ..s a system that provides selective t.melv 
»"K.rmat.on to the user. I, can make any .„format• ,„ the data base 
..nmed.aU-K ava .ble ,o the use,, to satisfy Ins anticipated, as well as h.s 
u anticipated. .nlorn.at.on requirements. The most important ob,ec,ive ol an 
MIS ,s that ot „„proved control, which to a la.gc extent determines the 
Jvitorm.„u-e of the busmess. through a reduction ... costs and „.creased 
Pn   ,ahhty    A„ MIS makes use of ava.lable resources to provide „„ "^ 

II J      ,"/ "K,IU,1S' *'"' ,he mh,"^"»> »>»"> a" relevan, "»urces 
'    *'"  enable them ,o make t.meK and effectue decisions m planning 

due, mg and controll.ng the activities lor winch they are responsible 
Hie  typical executive  Joes „ot know  specifically what data he might 

ccd m     amlmgen      prohah|> btvause he hasnoi becn thi g 

and lus tunco,, .„ ,he context of data. Mos, of Ins actions are bawd on 
'^'"nation  ,,e receives from  va„o„s sources.  Ihs essential function is 
jvalúate .„formation  process „ and lake act-,,, accordingly  W.thou, data on 
he performance o, h, bus.ness. he cannot plan, canno, exercise contro    ve 

operations, cannot manage. 

One „f the main problems „, designing an MIS is the structuring of the 
data base 11, e most significant attribute ot a data base is that it serves as a 
common   ha e ,or a vanety  of upp||cat|ons anJ sub ^  , .^ ^ 

w    fit tC 1 ÓTUWnt and fUnC,i0nal gr(Uip °* ;' bllsi,,es> maintained its 
mea, Í m';,rmU,,0n w*"•* «> ^ '» •" *s particular needs. This 
meant a considerable amount of duplication of data 

the fo!hme,XngmP'e' " ^'^ ÌnVent°ry C°nfml KWTd COntaincd da,a *l,d' as 

Number of part 
Description of part 
Standard cost 

Kaw material used for manufactured parts 

a.,, ÄÄirwas duplica,ed in at least °ne'and """""" 



Cost sheets 
Purchased p.tiis 
Routings 
I rigincering drawings 
location of stores 

It these files were transferred to and centralized in a computer system 

and „;iiri. p ,cat,on w,,uld be prohibit,ve ,n iernis (,f M «w 
eme^:,:,^^:;!;"a,mpu,c' *Mem * *•up-••* ^ <* <»e 

".   Hm.inal.iig o, minimizing data duplicai.,,,, and different versions oi 
data produced at different tunes; 

(h,   Making access to the files as easy and economical as possible. 

If the husmess execute does not understand the effect of data-base 
development on o,gan,/at,on and polic> and fails to back the new operating 
Hic , the system w.ll ,,„, work Maintaining the quality of the data base is 
vital to the proper functioning of an MIS. The decision to install an MIS is a 
complex one, not unlike many other major business decisions. That is'why 
he management executive should not entirely delegate responsibility for 

nuking this decs.on but rather involve himself personally in the question. 

System design 

up «o da«eCangd  t \ "^ ^ ^^ f°' ^^ eX1St,n« P•*»• «o date and seating new procedures for dealing with new problems  It is 

u b.v : w rr; r;,vity must be exercised< «^^ « — y»; u«tabl>  rewarded. Such creativity must  be exercised within a very strict 
ramework, limited by requirements and resources  financial   tchncallnd 

human  on the one hand and to a lesser degree equipment capatane 

In the management field, it is important to learn to think of needs as 
inform.• products», comparable to industrial products in every respect 

In general, needs differ at each organizational level P 

Senior executives engage basically in decision making concerned with the 
formulation of  short-, medium- and long-term plans and in supervisión 
Supervision comprises three activities: supervision. 

Co-ordination 
Checking results 

Operational control for non-routine questions (responsibility is normally 
delegated to others farther down the hierarchy). «"""any 



\n MIS assists lop management to improve decision making b\ 
integrating .unis and data .nul hv c\.11natine .illoi natives 

Middle inanagets arc the tust tu heneht from the implementation ot an 
MIS ho«, a use thev have the tiresome i.^k of solvine routine piohlems. and 
the MIS can assume much ot the work \t this level it would he desirable to 
see .is mam decisions automated .is possible < closed-circuit decision-making 
procedures without human intervention > so as to clear awav the routine )obs 
to ¿ix' managers moie time to deal with urnisual or important events 

< non-ioutine management ). Mie middle manager has not onh tncairy out the 
directives received hut also to i heck on and measure the lonsecpieiices ot the 
decisions taken. 

Hie needs <>t oper.itint- personnel are practical m nature, since thev have 
specitic tobs: to eliminate bottle-necks, simplify work, improve processing, 
eliminate useless tasks, and introduce automatic inspection. Mus is the level 
at which measures .ire determined that will influence the cost ot information 
and the cost-effectiveness of the system. 

Throughout the whole design and selection phase of the MIS. men will 
act as the interface between objectives and needs. Hie effectiveness of the 
proposed MIS will depend on the skill of these men and the quality of work 
thev do as: 

Members ot the data automation | MIS) committee 
Members of the pro|ect team 
Company managers 
Operating personnel 
Outside consultants, where applicable 

Figure I shows how the project team interacts with the organization. 

The data automation (MIS) committee, composed of representatives of 
management and experts, identifies problems and defines the data-processing 
policy, requests specific studies and sets priorities, examines the implications 
oí schemes within the chosen guidelines, assigns responsibilities and 
co-ordinates the various efforts. 

The project team consists of operation and management specialists. It is 
in contact with personnel at the middle-management level in the organization, 
who are already well acquainted with the practical problems in their 
department and have given them much thought. With their knowledge of the 
planned changes, the designers in the project team must exercise imagination 
and initiative, without losing sight of the difficulties inherent in making a 
change. 
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Figure I.   Interaction of the project team with the organization 

firn m» m inttjllH» • ctmptjr Urne system 

An early step in installing any computer-oriented system is to screen and 
organize the data to be used. Each orpnization should consider such 
questions as: 



Definition of objectives 
Rational employment of personnel 
Reduction in stocks or overheads 
Increased production 
Improvement of customer service 
Intangibles 

Centralization or decentralization ot operations 
l-uture policy and strategy 
Geographical spread of operations and effective decision making 
Modern management techniques 
Decision making by operational research methods 

Selection of equipment 
Degree of automation of system 
Configuration of the hardware 
Media and auxiliary equipment 
Software, utility and specialized programs 
Manufacturer's services 
Financial aspects, maintenance, guarantee 

Personnel 
Qualifications, training, selection of teams 
Human relations, employment benefits 
Company policy regarding employment, social responsibility 

I 



Production planning and execution 

I IK- u.ilhcuii^ .nut dissemination of intoriiiation usually is the manufacturing 
company's most ditlicult prohlem. The manufacturing company is plagued 
with .1 combination <>t problems that differentiates it from other companies. 
Its Mists aie heavy, its pioduct is complex. Ili e company faces fierce 
competition, and it operates in an ever-changing environment. Interna! 
conflicts anse tu mi decentiali/ed planning and excessive records. Information 
is \oluminous. scatteied and often difficult to obtain. 

Ditteieut t\pes ol intorniatimi must be disseminated, such as: 

Replies io Huillines 
Standard, routine reports 
txception printouts 
Shop paper 
Special reports 

Kpeiience has shown that manufacturing industry needs an MIS in order to 
oigam/e and maintain the basic files necessary for decision making. 

An MIS  should   be  designed to be integrated into the  planning and 
execution of production, as shown in figures Ha and lib. 

Pennini 

Operational planning begins with the preparation and forecasting of 
orders. Information on stock availability and ordered items is obtained from 
inventory records. Product mix or bills of material are also taken into 
consideration. 

After net requirements have been determined, the quantity of orders is 
analysed to ascertain lot sizes and lead times for both purchased and 
manufactured items. An assembly order is generated for the assembly area, a 
shop order for the fabrication area. 
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Figure ¡la.   An MIS for planning prodttctton 
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System flow 
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Figure lib.   An MIS for executing production 

Execution begins at the purchasing level with the follow-up of orders. 
Varied execution functions are performed at the production and assembly 
stages. Orders are rescheduled and distributed among work centres and 
closely followed. 

// 
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Figure III.   Information flow before installation of an MIS 
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Figure IV.   MIS with i data base 



Finished goods and components move from the assembly and fabrication 
areas to the inspection and receiving area. The final step in MIS operations is 
a shipment authorization requesting the warehouse to pack and ship to a 
branch warehouse or to the customer. 

Iittwtctior» tawMii subsystems 

As illustrated in figure III. any one subsystem, e.g. production control 
usually has interfaces with only a few other subsystems production planning' 
stock   control,   payroll   and  works  accounting  in  the  example   chosen' 
Nevertheless, designing an MIS (figure IV) should involve listing, studying 
grading and remodelling all the interactions between the various subsystems 
of the organization. 

IS 



Inventory control 

Materials and inventorv control IN one of the areas where electronic data 
processing can be utilized best. This is especially so it mathematical 
techniques can be used in solving problems in this area. Combining traditional 
techniques tor assessing the economic order quant it> <H)U>. and the pointai 
which safety stock should be reordered with the forecasting technique of 
exponential smithing provides management with the information required 
to control its business better. These techniques help to attain: 

Improved customer service 
Accurate costs to maximize profit and improve competitive position 
Reduced inventory obsolescence 
Reduced average inventory levels 
Improved manpower planning 
Improved facilities planning 

Figure V shows the information flows necessary »or inventory control. 

Control of materials and inventory in an assembly plant is greatly 
affected b> information processing, because manufacturing requires that 
accurate control over raw materials, subassemblies and work in process be 
maintained. It is quite common, in most manufacturing organizations, to find 
systems that control materials from the time they are ordered until they and 
the finished product they are part of become finished-goods inventory or are 
shipped. 

Requirements for materials used in the fabrication of a product are 
expressed in a bill of materials. This bui of materials is the document that 
forms the basis tor all action taken with regard to materials during 
manufacturing. The requirements that are developed this way are then 
checked against the inventory or lists of materials that are always bought to 
determine whether the required parts are in stock or will have to'be 
purchased and, if purchasing is necessary, how long it will take. 

In an assembly plant, seasonal and economic conditions strongly affect 
sales. For this reason the policy is to keep stocks of raw materials and parts in 
the assembly as low as possible, which means that new schedules of shipment 
from suppliers must be changed as often as several times a week to reduce to 
an absolute minimum the inventory. 

14 
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Figun V.   Inventory control-infornuUioii flowi 

Various statistical means for determining the EOQ and order point for 
ndjv,dual inventory items are widely used by manufacturing firm TTLX? 

SmUd TÏ      Tí r USUally reca,cuIated Periodically as conditions 
rtTernlí T ** *"""* °f m°St ^"^ contro1 svst<• "elude a requirement explosion system capable of identifying net requirements a 
reorder system, a perpetual control system and an evaluation system * 

on-li^T.ÎÎ!LUPr thYr?dUCt "^ inventory control systems vary from 
r^t^W ln^ * '°1,eCt,0n and corresPonding real-time computing to 
ÄiTe^ T mart,C;tape and Punched<ardH,riented system,. There'. . 
definite trend towards real-time systems for inventory control. The ability to 

IS 
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Figure VI.   A model for decision making in inventory control 

determine quickly the current on-hand, in-process, on-order status of a given 
item of inventory is highly desirable, particularly for firms using high-cosíraw 
materials, which may become rapidly obsolete. 

Unlike many other areas of manufacturing, the outstanding problems of 
inventory control are not conceptual, but are those of planning and 
implementation. There are very few, if indeed any, control procedures tet 

ÎSuïïL     "  ^"^WM*W   through informa'tion-procesl 
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aUtn£irSt. COrTpanÌes' the  mai°' obstacle to establishing completely 
automated matemls and mventory control is the systems plannmgTat must 

o^tX ,em°:r»te,yV:any COmpanieS are »m* to *«ÏÏÏÏ. *S oi control system and share the experience with others 
Tue experience of many firms indicates that the initial systems analvsk 

andimplementation costs for install.ng systems of this type aTe SbTtha 
such systems can be expanded from one division to another or from on 
product  to another at  relatively low marañal «wt   rZ ! 
services now avai,able ind.cate thattLToT area of «32ÏÏÏ thl 
prests few real problems in automation and does ¿neratTh^«Z* 

Figure VI shows a model for decision making in inventory œntro 

17 



Conclusions 

Tin* rtquirtd for «tvttopina a 

mtfMftnwnt information system 

In general, three to five years will be required to develop and implement 
an MIS. which means an MIS has nothing in common with a conventional 
system, tor which one to two years of studies are usually adequate The 
length ot the period obviously depends on the si/e and complexity of the 
organisation. However, it the final objectives have been properly defined and 
the intermediate objectives have been identified, it will be possible to obtain 
benefits from the system before it is fully implemented. 

Tools sudi as the Programme Evaluation and Review Technique (PhRT) 
must be used, and they are particularly valuable it it is wished to modify the 
initial project over the years and the initial schedule must be adhered to as far 
as possible. Any deviations are likely to be amplified in that the firm and its 
environment will certainly change in five years and the objectives may then 
have to be reformulated. Thus, it ,s essential to design "a system that is 
sufficiently flexible to be modified according to circumstances 

Cost 

The cost of implementing a computer-based MIS is usually high; and 
while considerable gains can be expected in the long run, the investment to be 
made will be particularly heavy during the initial years of the design phase. 

From various studies, the total cost of such systems may be placed at 
about 1.5 per cent of the turnover for an industrial firm and at about 
0.25 per cent of annual movement of funds for a banking or insurance firm 
There » no point in establishing an MIS in an industrial or commercial 
environment unless the organization concerned can expect an eventual 
financial reward. ^ 

18 



Jwtrf ication for instilling a 

ntmapmant information systtm 

The installai,«,., „f an MIS can be justified on the grounds that it results 

-«.a«   „„eased v„lu,„e ,„ h„s,„css beca,« „r bef.er cu,, „er "/ 

u..der?„d ,„c ,„ark0, po,«;,arM:^:,'^r^
c
h ;; ,r~ ;;; 

expand ,m„ new „,Jrkcllng üreas;a„d ,„ n,od,)v ^J^ ^ •"•"«•y. to 

mere« ,n pr„„ls a„r,b,„able ,e imp)ememaliü„ J^íZ^i^ 

Gtnt ral conndaratíont 

and líe «1 w ¡n ^Z^8" °f *" M'S ¡S t0 examine the f"m's objectives and the poücy  followed  to attain these objectives. The needs of each 

SlSyÄ
ihou,d be studied in the ,i¿tof the ^&E 

an £:^^^^á * «*« "« «— in designing 

Degree of centraliation of both data processing and decision making 

Proportion and location of batch processing and real-time operation 

19 



l-u'ii though ilio implementation oi an MIS may bring about a concentration 
vt data piiki'ssing equipment, a parallel centralization of decision making 
need not tollnu. In favi, an MIS makes possible more effective decentralized 
decision making. 

During the design of a new  MIS. it  is mipoitant  to work out detailed 
Plall>  ,"1   •'I'  '""se personnel involved  in  the  introduction oi the system. 
including 

lop niaiiageis 

Depaituiental managers 

Opeiahonal personnel 

Maiiutacturer's personnel 

Data-processing personnel 

Project team 

The plans should take into account training, organizational structure, job 
descriptions, recruitment and morale. 

When selecting a computer system, management should consider the 
existing state of systems, data and human resources within the firm, the 
newness of the proposed computer system and the possible desirability of 
acquiring equipment from more than one manufacturer. 

The terminals determine the technology of the work with the system. 
Besides the standard input-output devices (punch cards, paper tapes), more 
modern on-line terminals should be considered number of videointerrogators 
(displays with keyboards), remote teletypes, printers, keyboards and other 
remote input-ouiput devices. 

Besides the basic software, the user has to have access to the software 
application packages; for example, packages for job shop scheduling, flow 
shop scheduling, production flow simulation language, inventory control, 
management information system are very valuable for the user. Experience 
with system implementation and the general method of system analysis and 
of data-bank build-up have to be evaluated. 

Last but not least, the interest of the system producer in the project 
should be taken into account. An interested supplier of a system will assist the 
user m many ways, one of the most useful of which is in instruction of the 
company's employees in different fields and at different levels. The suppher 
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may also give his advice during implementation and assist in supervising 
operations. He may also share experience gained with similar formal 
management control systems. 

A well-designed information and training programme is essential if MIS 
methods are to be successfully introduced and used in a company. 
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